Abstract: In 2001, the European Commission mooted the idea that contract law should converge in Europe. The idea generated wide-ranging debate about the merits of convergence. The multi-disciplinary nature of this debate has led to important insights, but also conceptual confusion. In this paper, I rely on philosophical tools to clarify key concepts, and identify central issues. In particular, I argue that value pluralism and state sovereignty give rise to the central problem of the legitimacy of the harmonisation project. The issue of legitimacy has not been handled well in the literature. There has been an overly narrow focus on the issue of constitutional legitimacy, or the notion of 'legitimacy as consent'. I attempt to broaden the discussion by considering other accounts of legitimacy. I argue that whichever account is used, the legitimation burden is significant and it is unclear it has been surmounted. Beyond legitimacy, I consider how efficacy considerations seem to militate against convergence.
I Introduction
The comparative lawyer has taught us that the contract law of the Member States of the European Union (EU) diverges in significant respects. By divergence, I mean that even though the relevant facts of cases to be decided may be roughly the same between jurisdictions, the rules, principles and doctrines that are relied on by the courts to decide cases differ in important respects. I don't mean that the outcome, who wins and who loses, necessarily differs between jurisdictions. It may be that the outcomes are the same. Yet, there may still be divergence. The outcomes may be the same but the applicable rules and doctrines may nevertheless differ, and those differences may manifest themselves by affecting outcomes in future cases. 1 Comparisons between English and French law provide a treasure trove of examples. In English law a contract is only enforceable if there is an exchange, or something of value, 'consideration', is given by the promisee in return for the promise. In contrast, French law recognises the gratuitous promise as a category of contract (contrats à titre gratuit). In France, the absence of a bargain does not prevent a contract from coming into existence. the availability of damages for non-pecuniary loss, 7 the enforceability of penalty clauses, 8 the availability of specific performance, 9 and whether the promisee is required to mitigate his loss. 10 For over a decade now, there has been a serious debate in both academic and policy circles about whether and how to eliminate these kinds of differences in the contract law of Member States of the European Union. It was triggered by the European Commission's consultation document Communication on European Contract Law, 11 and has now led to the development of a Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR), which aimed to establish a common set of contract law rules and principles for Europe. 12 The DCFR had a threefold purpose. First, improve the coherence of European contract law legislation, known as the acquis. Second, guide Member States in the development of their own contract law. And third, serve as the foundation for a non-sector specific 'Optional Instrument'. 13 Until recently, it looked like this Optional Instrument would implement a Common European Sales Law (CESL), which contracting parties could opt into using a choice of law clause.
14 However, the proposal has now been withdrawn. 15 Replacing it are proposals for two Directives, one covering the supply of digital content, and the other the online sale of goods. Together, they will according to the Commission '… fully harmonise 7 Rowan, n 4 above, 121-128: 'Whilst compensation for non-pecuniary loss is heavily circumscribed in England, it is widely available in France' (121). [287] [288] : 'in the common law the primary remedy for breach is damages, and specific performance is awarded only very exceptionally. In contrast, in civilian jurisdictions, specific performance receives a far more favourable reception and, where the victim of the breach opts to pursue this remedy, the court will rarely choose to substitute it with damages'. See also Rowan, n 4 above, 17-55. 10 Rowan, n 4 above, 142-155: 'English law restricts damages through the [mitigation] principle, requiring the injured promisee to take reasonable steps to avoid loss… In contrast, there is presently no place for loss mitigation in French law' (154) (155) . in a targeted way the key mandatory rights and obligations of the parties to a contract for the supply of digital content and the online sales of goods'. 16 These new proposals form part of the Commission's Digital Market Strategy. 17 The European Commission hoped by means of the DCFR to bring about the greater convergence of contract law in Europe. The focus was on the general law of contract, and not as in the past specific areas of contract, such as consumer law. 18 This alone makes these developments hugely significant, regardless of how convergence is ultimately brought about, ie, through the use of an optional or binding instrument. 19 The justification given was economic: divergence was seen as a significant barrier to cross-border trade within the EU, and hence an obstacle to the creation of an internal market.
The Commission's consultation paper and the creation of the DCFR have led to wide-ranging debates about whether contract law should converge in Europe. They have involved multiple disciplines, and although this has led to important insights, it has also generated considerable conceptual confusion. Take, for example, the notion of 'national legal culture', the preservation of which has been used as an argument against convergence. As Martijn Hesselink explains, it is unclear from the literature exactly what it means:
The concept of legal culture and its ingredients (language, values, style, concepts, institutions, consumer preferences etc) are understood in many different ways by different authors and the arguments also differ a great deal in sophistication and intensity. Sometimes they are inspired by postmodernism, sometimes by cultural anthropology, sometimes by political science, often by a combination of these. 20 The confusion that this lack of precision is apt to create is obvious. In this paper, I am going to rely on some philosophical tools to clarify some of the key concepts and issues that feature, or indeed should feature, in these debates.
I won't offer a detailed commentary on this process of harmonisation, or its likely chances of success. 21 Nor am I going to discuss the particular ways in which the DCFR might be used to promote harmonisation. There are a number already on the table, from its use as the basis for an optional instrument for cross-border transactions, or as a 'toolbox' or set of non-binding guidelines for European legislators, or most radically as the foundation of a European Civil Code. 22 The issue of how convergence is brought about is of course extremely important, and bears on whether convergence should happen. However, I'm going to try and focus, in this paper anyway, just on the latter should question without getting too involved with the how question. I do this for purely pragmatic reasons. My aim here is just to clarify concepts, bring out key issues and indicate some of the normative hurdles that the harmonisation project faces. These matters are important and have to be addressed, I believe, no matter how harmonisation is actually implemented (although I acknowledge that certain ways of harmonising, for example, through the creation of a European Civil Code, face them far more acutely than others).
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I will make three claims. First, the central problem that a harmonisation project of this kind faces is the problem of legitimacy. The problem arises because of the existence of value pluralism, and the value of state sovereignty. Second, the problem of legitimacy goes beyond the issue of state consent, ie, whether treaty provisions provide for harmonisation in this sphere. Rather, other theories of the conditions of legitimacy have to be considered. Whichever theory is adopted, the legitimation burden is significant. It is not the primary purpose of my article to assess whether convergence in this context is legitimate. However, I will raise some doubts in the course of the discussion about whether the relevant condi- , claiming that the notion of legal culture or tradition 'might be an argument for limiting the area to be harmonised to avoid areas where conflict in national rules is either great or of great symbolic importance. It might be an argument for harmonising slowly rather than rapidly. And it might be an argument for harmonising by 'soft law' rather than 'hard law'. It might also be an argument for harmonising not by regulatory soft law but by 'dialogue' between jurists, professors, judges and others, of different systems'. 25 This matters because the contract law rules and doctrines chosen by Member States play an important role in constituting and expressing national character or identity. 26 As the Study Group on Social Justice in European Private Law says: 'any system of contract law expresses a set of values, which strives to be coherent, and which is regarded as fundamental to the political morality of each country'. 27 Against this backdrop, the EU's harmonisation programme 'may be regarded as a disproportionate and illegitimate interference with the diversity of national and local political and legal traditions'.
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The expressive potential of state sovereignty depends on the existence of an irreducible plurality of ways in which the values that shape contract law might be interpreted, which I will call 'interpretive pluralism', and an irreducible plurality of ways in which these values may be ranked when they conflict, which I will call 'value pluralism'. 
Interpretive pluralism
By interpretive pluralism, I mean that there are a multiplicity of irreducibly distinct ways to interpret the values that fashion the rules and doctrines of contract law. Take promise as an example. Few would deny that promise or its entailment the protection of the performance interest plays at least some role in contract law. However, even though it plays a role, it does not play a determinate role, ie, it does not specify precisely which rules and doctrines should govern contractual disputes.
To illustrate this, take the example I cited earlier of the purported divergence between English and French law when it comes to awards of cost of cure damages for breach of contract. 29 It is harder to get cost of cure for breach of a building contract in England, because English contract law imposes a reasonableness requirement. No similar restriction is placed in French law.
Is the imposition of a reasonableness requirement on the recovery of cost of cure damages out of step with the promise principle? Rowan clearly thinks that it is: 'There can be little doubt that the exercise of assessing damages in France is significantly more oriented towards the protection of the performance interest than in England'. 30 In English law, Rowan argues, the interests of the promisee, 'appear to be subordinated to those of the promisor', 31 and this leads her to conclude that '… there is scope for improvement in the protection of the performance interest in England'.
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I am far less certain. In Ruxley, discussed above, instead of awarding cost of cure damages (which would have been £21,560) the House of Lords awarded a smaller sum of loss of amenity damages (£2,500) to reflect the promisee's disappointment at not receiving the pool of the specified depth. Given that the pool was still perfectly safe and usable, it's not at all obvious that this decision reflects a lack of concern in English law for the keeping of promises, or the protection of the performance interest. That interest was largely protected in Ruxley: the promisee received a perfectly safe and useable pool, and loss of amenity damages for his frustrated expectations at not receiving a pool that met his exact specifications.
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29 Text to notes 2-5 above. 30 Rowan, n 4 above, 118. 31 Rowan, n 4 above, 119. 32 Rowan, n 4 above, 120. 33 See Ruxley, n 3 above, 357: 'A failure to achieve the precise contractual objective does not necessarily result in the loss which is occasioned by a total failure…'. See also M. Chen-Wishart,
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My point here is not to defend the English approach. Rather, it is to suggest that it is far from clear which remedy best protects the performance interest. Promise or the protection of the performance interest does not provide a uniquely correct answer: Cost of cure is a good candidate, but so also is loss of amenity damages. No particular interpretation of the value of promise is obviously right or wrong in this context. 34 This is true also of other moral values which play a role in contract law, such as fairness, the prevention of exploitation, altruism, corrective justice, and so on. There is no uniquely right way to interpret these values, and they could justify mutually incompatible contract law rules and doctrines.
Value pluralism
Another source of indeterminacy in contract law is value pluralism. According to value pluralism, there are a multiplicity of irreducibly distinct moral values that play a role in contract law, and no uniquely correct way to rank these values when they conflict. Instead, there exist a variety of eligible combinations. 35 However, in recent times, there has been an increasing tendency to strongly associate contract law with a particular value at the expense of other values that play a role in shaping doctrine. So, for example, according to the promise theory of contract law, the promise principle, which requires that validly made promises ought to be kept, plays a 'foundational' or special justificatory role, when it comes to fashioning contract law rules and doctrines. This view has led the promise theorist Seana Shiffrin to be hugely critical of the Anglo-American regime for breach of contract. She argues that it diverges too significantly from what promissory morality would require. So, for example, as a matter of promissory morality, it is standardly the case that when a promise is broken, the defaulting promisor is required to perform at the next available opportunity. Anglo-American contract law, however, awards expectation damages (the financial equivalent of performance), as the standard remedy for breach, rather than ordering specific performance which would require actual performance. This departure from promissory morality is problematic, she argues, because: 'The law thereby fails to use its distinctive powers and modes of expression to mark the judgment that breach is impermissible as opposed to merely subject to a price'.
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Shiffrin is similarly critical of the mitigation doctrine, also found in AngloAmerican contract law. According to the doctrine, the victim of a breach of contract has a duty to take reasonable steps to reduce or minimise the loss caused by breach, by for example finding substitute performance. There is divergence here, she claims, with promissory morality where no such requirement exists: 'It is morally distasteful to expect the promisee to do work that could be done by the promisor when the occasion for the work is the promisor's own wrongdoing'.
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Given the special role that Shiffrin assigns to the promise principle in contract law, it is morally problematic when contract law adopts rules and justifications for rules that directly contradict what promissory morality would require. 39 This is the basis for her critique of the remedial regime in Anglo-American contract law. Shiffrin does not engage in a comparative exercise, but it is likely, given her Press, 1981) was that promise plays an exclusive or near exclusive role in contract law. Although in recent work Fried admits that the connection he forged between contract and promise was too tight, see his chapter 'The Ambitions of Contract as Promise', in G. Klass, G. Letsas and P. Saprai (eds), Philosophical Foundations of Contract Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014) 17. Another candidate is the view that in the contractual context promise has overriding sway when it conflicts with other values. According to Jody Kraus 'Correspondence accounts of the relationship between contract and promise hold either that contract law is justified to the extent it enforces a corresponding moral responsibility for a promise or unjustified to the extent it undermines promissory morality by refusing to enforce a corresponding moral responsibility for a promise'. 'The Correspondence of Contract and Promise ' (2009) This type of critique is problematic because it loses sight of other values, aside from promise, which play an important role in justifying remedial doctrines. In a recent article, Charles Fried has accused Shiffrin of exactly this type of moral myopia when it comes to mitigation. That doctrine he claims may be justified by a principle of altruism, activated by the relationship of trust that obtains between the promisor and promisee, and which requires the promisee to assist the promisor where he can do so at little cost to himself. 43 My aim here is not to adjudicate this dispute between Shiffrin and Fried. Fried is right though to call attention to the fact that there are other values aside from promise, such as altruism, that quite plausibly play a role in shaping contract doctrine. As these values are irreducibly distinct it may be that there is no uniquely correct answer over which of these values should prevail when they conflict. 44 Indeed, natural lawyers say this kind of indeterminacy, which we find both as a result of interpretive and value pluralism, is precisely why we need positive law. To flesh out or specify the exact requirements of natural reason, and thereby to guide human conduct. That guidance function can't be performed by natural law alone because it is too open to interpretation. As Jeremy Waldron says, 'The concern is to have something tangible, something we can share and look to as a 40 See Rowan, n 4 above, 39-47, 40: 'Unlike in England, specific performance is a central remedy in French contract law'. Standardly specific performance is available as of right in French law (it is a discretionary remedy in English law), even in the context of contracts for the sale of non-unique goods, and building contracts. point of common orientation'.
45 They call the process by which the law makes natural law concrete the determinatio.
46 There may be many eligible ways in which the positive law specifies, or renders determinate by case law precedents and legislative enactment, the content of natural law. As John Finnis says using contract law as an example:
one might reasonably defend a set of rules and doctrines authoritatively established in the 'legal materials' (say, the current rules and doctrines of an American law of Contract), and defend them as 'embodying' and 'sustaining' a 'defensible' conception (say, of fair 'market' relationships), without claiming that, in all or even most respects, they are the uniquely reasonable rules and doctrines available for such embodiment and sustenance, or that such a conception is the only 'defensible' conception of a fair market. 47 The existence of interpretive and value pluralism justify the existence of positive law, and they also explain why state sovereignty is a powerful objection to the EU contract law harmonisation programme.
State sovereignty
The value of state sovereignty in this context resides in the freedom of states to decide how they interpret and balance the various competing values that fashion contract law rules and doctrines.
ior interpretations and orderings. This is because of the instrumental and intrinsic value of states making these choices freely. 49 The instrumental value rests in the fact that states may be better placed to fashion contract law rules and doctrines that meet local needs and expectations. 50 Furthermore, as Timothy Endicott reminds us, external actors 'are not generally good at interfering with the state'. 51 For these reasons, the rules that a state itself creates may be more likely to promote valuable goals and ends, and achieve widespread acceptance from the local population, which is essential for their efficacy and legitimacy.
This freedom also has an intrinsic value. 52 The choices that states make about how these values are interpreted and ranked may help to forge and express a sense of national identity. As Hugh Collins has argued, different systems of private law reflect distinct mixes of values relating, for example, to autonomy, welfare and externalities. These mixes amount to national political settlements on matters of social justice, which confer legitimacy on these systems of private law, and reflect a sense of collective identity that promotes community cohesion. 53 Similarly, the Study Group on Social Justice in European Private Law says 'private law still performs its role as a national statement of the basic principles of justice and social ordering in a market society', 54 and 'what is revealed by comparative studies is that national legal systems have made divergent political decisions with respect to the question of how basic values should be reconciled'.
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I agree with Collins and the Study Group here that private law involves the choice between fundamental values, and that this plays a role in constituting national identity. However, the focus on politics and social justice in these passages is too narrow. The widespread presence of interpretive and value pluralism allows for the expression of a broader set of commitments. So, for example, French contract law expresses vividly the importance keeping one's word. This may be the product of a political compromise, but it may also reflect something deep in the French psyche that goes well beyond the domain of politics or social justice. Take the doctrine of mitigation, which I discussed earlier. As I pointed out, unlike in English law, there is no duty on the promisee to mitigate loss for breach of contract in French law. It may be that both of these alternatives, ie, having a mitigation requirement or not having one, are equally rational or based on undefeated reasons. However, whether a state chooses to lay down a mitigation doctrine expresses something about the national character of that state, ie, the values, beliefs and ideals that it attaches particular importance to. By embracing mitigation it may be that the English courts attach less priority to the promise principle, and more to values such as altruism, loss avoidance or fairness. 56 However, in France greater priority may have been attached to the value of fidelity to one's promises. This is not merely a political value, but one that reaches into every corner of life. By not having a mitigation doctrine, the promisor is incentivised to perform. Either way, one value is justifiably sacrificed at the altar of another.
As the values at stake are incommensurate, or irreducibly plural, no particular ordering of these values is uniquely correct.
57 Rationality under-determines whether the promisee should be required to mitigate. Rather, national courts or legislators are faced with a choice between undefeated reasons. So, for example, they can either promote a value like altruism or fairness by requiring the promisee to mitigate, or they can incentivise promise-keeping by imposing no such duty. Which of these undefeated reasons the state chooses to act on says something about the national character of that state. It is a form of boundary marking, and as Joseph Weiler has argued this is how a sense of nationhood is fostered:
At a societal level, nationhood involves the drawing of boundaries by which the nation will be defined and separated from others. The categories of boundary-drawing are myriad: linguistic, ethnic, geographic, religious, etc. The drawing of the boundaries is exactly that: a constitutive act, which decides that certain boundaries are meaningful both for the sense of belonging and for the original contribution of the nation… Of course, with time, the boundaries, especially the non-geographical ones, write themselves on collective and individual consciousness with such intensity that they appear as natural… 
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For Weiler nationhood creates a sense of belonging and provides an opportunity for the development of original ways of realising human potential. Nationhood arises partly out of the kind of boundaries that are drawn when states make choices between values. 59 In the legal context, these choices are made when judges decide cases, when politicians enact legislation and when scholars write textbooks. As Hesselink comments, 'scholars and politicians do not find national private law but create it'. 60 Over time when a sense of nationhood takes root it may actually determine how a state exercises these choices. It might require a court or a legislator to select certain values over others. 61 In this way a sense of national identity is forged, reflected and expressed by the rules, principles and doctrines that constitute national private law. This can only happen if states are free from external interference when it comes to making decisions about how values should be interpreted and balanced. 62 The nation has a moral right to self-determination in this sphere. That right is a ground, or justification, for the doctrine of state sovereignty.
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One objection might be that if the concern is with self-determination, it may be a problem for this argument that most decisions about the rules and doctrines of national private law are made by un-elected judges, or, in states with civil codes, by committees of jurists. The thought is that for the argument from selfdetermination to have any purchase, these decisions should have been taken democratically or by elected officials. 64 The fact that citizens did not have a say in these rules diminishes the argument that external interference with them compromises the right to self-determination. 65 For two reasons, this line of attack is not convincing. First, self-determination should not be equated with democracy. As Waldron says: 'The right of self- Second, even when officials are unelected, they may nevertheless be acting on behalf of a certain society or nation, or at the least reflect in their decision-making a sense of national consciousness or priorities. In this way, they can still express the will of the people that they serve, and indeed play a role in shaping and forging it. For these two reasons, outside interference with this kind of decisionmaking may be problematic from the perspective of the right to self-determination, whether or not these decisions are the product of democratic processes. In summary, sovereignty protects the valuable freedom of states to interpret and rank the values that play a role in contract law. This is in part how collective or national identities are forged, and it is important for the efficacy and legitimacy of systems of national private law. It is this background doctrine of state sovereignty, which activates the central problem of legitimacy, to which I shall now turn.
III Legitimacy 1 The nature of legitimacy
In the previous section, I defended the doctrine of state sovereignty when it comes to decision-making about the rules and doctrines of national contract law. I based the defence on the moral right to national self-determination. It is this defence of state sovereignty which gives rise to the problem of the legitimacy of the EU's project to bring about the convergence of contract law through the DCFR. The pertinent question is can the EU justify its interference with national sovereignty in this particular domain? Another way of putting this is whether the EU has established the right to rule in this area, ie, the right to lay down authoritative directives which when exercised Member States have a moral duty to obey? 
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They are, in turn, a neo-federalist position, treating Europe's destiny as involving some approximation of a continental state. At the other extreme, is a statist position, which comprehends the European good as ultimately reducible, rather like the typical international regime, to the inter-governmentally negotiated aggregate interests of the Member States. Located between these two, is a supranational, or in some conceptions, transnational position, which envisages the new Europe not as a trade-off between different levels of state or state-like authority but as transcending the logic of statehood in a new model of political design.
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It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate these rival interpretations. Instead, I do indeed assume here that the nation state is the basic political unit in the EU context. With that in mind, my analysis of legitimacy is traditional from the point of view of international law theory, and aimed primarily at the two extremes presented by Walker, namely the 'neo-federalist' and 'statist' positions. Inevitably, this leaves my presentation of the issues open to the criticism that the EU is a tertium quid.
69 I concede that this is a limitation of my argument. In defence of my approach, there is value in highlighting what the legitimacy constraints are from the point of view of orthodox international law theory, according to which, the EU is an international organisation born of international law (albeit one that is unprecedented in its scale, scope and powers). I would make three points. First, understanding the legitimacy constraints such a conception faces is important, because the neo-federalist and statist interpretations have been incredibly influential. Secondly, as Walker stresses, this trio of approaches are not hermetically sealed off from one another, but exist along a spectrum. 71 Although the wind now is certainly behind the transnational understanding, 72 no plausible account of the EU could ignore the political reality of the importance attached to state sovereignty in the EU context. Indeed, as Perry Anderson argues, historically at the heart of the very idea of Europe is a 'unique equilibrium' between its constituent states.
73 Therefore, the legitimacy constraints imposed by state sovereignty, are to some degree going to be relevant whichever approach to the EU is undertaken.
Finally, the transnational approach is far from achieving a settled understanding; it is highly contested what the conception is, and against that background it makes sense to begin legitimacy assessments with the neo-federalist and statist positions which are well established and better understood.
Another objection might be that it makes no sense to subject contract law alone in this context to a legitimacy assessment. Allen Buchanan has argued that when making legitimacy assessments the primary issue is whether a particular legal institution, such as the EU, is legitimate, because that is what the legitimacy of all of its particular laws depends on. 74 On his view, 'international laws are legitimate only if the institutions that make them are legitimate' (my emphasis). 75 This view is too strong, and indeed mistaken. There is of course a huge literature on the issue of the legitimacy of the EU, about its 'democratic deficit', and so on. It seems clear that this question about the legitimacy of the EU as a whole is separate from the question about whether the EU has legitimacy in particular spheres, for example, labour law, environmental protection, consumer law, and so on. The fact that we constantly make legitimacy assessments in these particular contexts, and that they seem perfectly apt, bears this out. Therefore, it seems that whatever the case may be with respect to whether the EU as an institution is legitimate, it is a further question whether the EU's attempts to harmonise contract law are legitimate. 'the political recognition of Europe as a discreet object could only be of an entity whose basic structure and distinctive configuration was one of prior and embedded political plurality'. 74 Buchanan, n 34 above, 79-80. 75 Buchanan, n 34 above, 80. 76 Cf Tasioulas, n 49 above, 102-103, and 103 footnote 13 suggesting, furthermore, that the legitimacy of domains may actually be primary. See also the distinction between 'integrated' and 'disaggregated' approaches to legitimacy in Walker, n 68 above, 12-15.
It is important to stress that the issue of the legitimacy of the EU's contract law harmonisation programme does not exhaust the normative questions that arise in this context. It is a separate question, for example, whether the content of the rules contained in the DCFR is just, efficient, and so on. Therefore, even if we reach the conclusion that the process is legitimate, ie, that the EU has the right to lay down authoritative directives with a view to bringing about the convergence of contract law in Europe, this does not mean that the EU should legislate in this area. In the last section of this article, I will illustrate this by considering the issue of the efficacy of the programme.
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That said legitimacy does play a special role in debates about convergence. It functions to borrow Robert Nozick's famous phrase about rights as a 'sideconstraint'.
78 By this I mean that we have to settle the issue of the legitimacy of the contract law harmonisation programme before we get into the question of whether convergence would be a good idea. It functions as a threshold: no matter what convergence has going for it, it is not something that the EU can pursue, if it does not have legitimate authority in this sphere. In the next section, I will consider what the conditions of legitimacy are in this context, and raise some preliminary doubts about whether they have been satisfied. As I said earlier though, it is not my purpose to engage in a full-scale legitimacy assessment in this context.
The conditions of legitimacy
Having established the nature of legitimacy, and the fact that it applies to domains as well as institutions, we can now investigate the conditions of legitimacy, ie, the circumstances under which a right to rule exists.
There are, of course, many competing theories of what the conditions of legitimacy are. I am going to consider four influential accounts, which all seem to be salient in this particular context. They are legitimacy as consent, Joseph Raz's Normal Justification Thesis ('NJT'), legitimacy as democracy and legitimacy as fairness. Whichever theory we look at, the legitimacy burden is significant, and I will express some doubts about whether it has been satisfied. 77 The point I am making here is a general one: the existence of a right does not entail that it should be exercised. 78 R. Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (Oxford: Blackwell, 1974) 28-30.
(a) Consent
The literature on the legitimacy of the convergence of contract law in Europe has focused almost exclusively on the issue of constitutional legitimacy, or whether Member States have consented to give away their sovereign rights in this sphere by signing up to and ratifying various EU treaties. This illustrates the importance still attached to state sovereignty, and no doubt reflects the fact that consent has been the central plank of the European Commission's own justification for its legitimacy in this field.
Nevertheless, giving consent pride of place in these debates is completely unwarranted. This is for two reasons. First, the claim that Member States when they signed these treaties consented to the prospect of the convergence of the general law of contract in Europe is completely implausible. The Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) provides no explicit mandate for a contract law harmonisation programme. Instead, the Commission has sought to establish competence on the basis of provisions, in particular Article 114 TFEU, ex Article 95 Treaty Establishing the European Community (TEC), relating to the promotion of an internal market. However, it seems unlikely in the extreme that when states agreed to these, they ever envisaged that they could be used by the Commission to embark on a programme for the harmonisation of the general law of contract. Given this, it cannot be said that states consented.
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There is a second, much more fundamental point. Even if, contrary to the political reality, states did consent to the contract law harmonisation process, this would not establish the legitimacy of the Commission's programme. Consent is neither a necessary, nor a sufficient condition for the legitimacy of international law. 80 The existence of customary international law shows that consent is not necessary. There are states that did not even exist when some of these customs emerged, and yet, even though they could not possibly have consented, they are nevertheless subject to them. 81 Nor is consent sufficient for legitimacy. As Scott Hershovitz has argued, consenting to be subject to the dictates of a wicked authority 'is akin to promising to do something morally atrocious; neither generates the reasons it might under 79 This raises the more general problem of what Buchanan calls the 'bureaucratic distance' between states that have by treaty established global governance institutions like the EU and the continuous rule-making activities that these institutions engage in. To say that states have consented to all of these individual acts of rule-making unduly stretches the notion of consent. Buchanan, n 34 above, 91. 80 See Buchanan, n 34 above, 90-93. 81 Buchanan, n 34 above, 92.
The convergence of contract law in Europe more felicitous conditions'. 82 So, in the international context if states enter into a treaty to wage an unjust war, that treaty would lack legitimacy regardless of consent.
I am not saying that consent plays no important role or is altogether irrelevant to assessments of legitimacy. Obviously, that would be too strong. Rather, the point is that it is not a fundamental condition of legitimacy. This does not preclude saying that it plays a derivative role, in relation to the fulfilment of the true or more basic conditions of legitimacy. 83 For these reasons, consent does not even get off the ground as a plausible basis for legitimacy in this context. I am now going to focus on some more plausible conceptions of the conditions of legitimacy.
(b) The normal justification thesis

Joseph Raz argued famously that although there is no single test of the legitimacy of an authority, typically it is a sufficient condition for the legitimacy of an authority if it satisfies what he called the Normal Justification Thesis (NJT):
the normal way to establish that a person has authority over another person involves showing that the alleged subject is likely better to comply with the reasons which apply to him (other than the alleged authoritative directive) if he accepts the directives of the alleged authority as authoritatively binding and tries to follow them, rather than by trying to follow the reasons which apply to him directly.
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In essence, the question is: are we better off following the authority, than by following our own lights about how to act? 85 This forms part of what Raz calls the 'service conception of authority'. Authorities are legitimate on this view when they serve the interests of their subjects by enabling them to better conform to reasons that they already have.
In the context of the convergence of contract law, the relevant subjects of the authority of the EU are primarily Member States (and indirectly their citizens). 86 This goes back to the assumption I made earlier that the nation state is the basic political unit in the EU context, which reflects, I believe, the political reality. conform with reasons that they already have if they go along with a programme for the harmonisation of contract law, than by continuing to apply their own contract law?
There are two candidate reasons in this context that apply to all Member States that might justify the authority of the EU in this sphere. The first is the promotion of cross-border trade, and the second is ensuring justice in the settlement of contractual disputes. I will consider both below, and express some doubts about whether greater conformity with these reasons would be achieved by convergence.
(i) Promoting cross-border trade
The economic case for convergence is well known. It is the basis of the Commission's own case for harmonisation, and it is usually put in terms of consent. The argument is straightforward. The divergence between the contract law regimes of Member States of the EU is a significant barrier to cross-border trade. 87 Convergence would remove these barriers. Therefore, under Article 114 TFEU (ex Article 95 TEC), the Commission has legitimate authority to harmonise contract law, in order to bring about an integrated market.
For the reasons that I have already given, this argument will not work. It is artificial to say that Member States consented to the convergence of contract law, and even if they had, consent is not a fundamental condition for the legitimacy of international law. However, it might be possible to rescue the economic case using the NJT. Member States have strong reasons to promote cross-border trade. These relate in particular to the furtherance of peace and prosperity between nations.
Assuming that the convergence of contract law in Europe would promote cross border trade, the EU's programme might satisfy the NJT on the basis that only through the EU is co-ordinated action to bring about convergence possible. This is due mainly to the tendency of Member States to obey EU directives. For this reason states are more likely to conform to the reasons they already have to promote peace and prosperity if they follow the directives of the EU in this area, rather than try to bring about convergence themselves. 88 87 Commission, 'Action Plan' (2003), n 11 above, paras 25-51. 88 Tasioulas calls this an 'executive' advantage that public international law may have. It arises from its ability in certain cases to bring about the achievement of common goals, due to the tendency of states to comply with it: 'All states face problems -epidemics, economic instability, environmental degradation, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, refugee move-
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Whether the NJT is satisfied in this context depends on the strength of the economic case for convergence. It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a full-scale economic analysis of the issues. Indeed, much depends on the method of convergence adopted. There is a nascent literature on this topic, and it is fair to say that the jury is still out. 89 However, I will express some preliminary doubts about the economic arguments the Commission itself has put forward, if only to show that the economic case is far from obvious. As such, it is a risk to base the case for convergence on these economic arguments alone.
The Commission claims that there are two main ways that divergence inhibits cross-border trade. First, divergence discourages consumers from shopping across borders, because they cannot be sure what level of consumer protection they will receive in the state in which they are making a purchase. The EU has relied on this argument in the past to justify directives that aim to harmonise consumer law, 90 and it was used recently to justify the review of the consumer acquis. 91 The basic idea, according to Lucinda Miller, is that 'the EU steps in to reduce such unequal substantive rights by (re)regulating consumer contract law in the form of harmonising Directives thereby restoring the confidence of consumers to shop in other EU states'. it seems self-evident that having to deal with a variety of legal systems must add to the cost, or the risk, of anything except the simplest cross-border transaction. The business will want to know, what difference will it make to us if the other party insists on the contract being governed by their law (or indeed the law of some third country)? Will our standard contract 'work' as well under that law as it does under our own law? Perhaps even more important is that for many business people, differences between legal systems create a psychological barrier. 93 So, for example, in the context of business-to-consumer transactions, businesses that sell their goods across borders are subject to the consumer protection laws of each member state in which they operate: 94 This means that a business advertising its goods across Europe, for instance via a website 'eshop', must be prepared to deal with the consumer protection rules of at least 28 different jurisdictions. 95 Beale argues that these problems pose a particularly acute challenge to small and medium-sized enterprises, which do not have access to the same legal expertise about foreign law as bigger firms, and don't have the resources to take the same risks that larger firms can.
96
These twin concerns about consumer confidence and the effects on business are the foundation of the EU's justification for its programme of contract law harmonisation. 97 They were re-iterated recently in Recital 7 of the Proposal for a Directive on Consumer Rights: 95 Beale, n 93 above, 65. See similarly Wagner, n 89 above, 1013-1014: 'It should be obvious that such a state of affairs places additional costs on the dealings of a truly European enterprise marketing its goods and services in every jurisdiction of the Union… it is no exaggeration to say that legal diversity places a tax on European business, a tax that creates no benefits either for firms or for consumers but only benefits for lawyers'. 96 Beale, n 93 above, 67. See also Wagner, n 89 above, 1014-1015; Beale, n 23 above, 270-271; Hesselink, n 18 above, 353. 97 Miller, n 21 above, 59.
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These disparities create significant internal market barriers affecting business and consumers. They increase compliance costs to business wishing to engage in cross border sale of goods or provision of services. Fragmentation also undermines consumer confidence in the internal market. The negative effect on consumer confidence is strengthened by an uneven level of consumer protection across the Community. 98 And yet, as Miller has pointed out, these arguments are almost entirely 'underanalysed' and routinely taken for granted in the academic literature. 99 If we scratch beneath their surface, two problems come into view.
First, as Miller says, there is an 'astonishing' lack of empirical evidence provided by the Commission to support the contention that divergence negatively impacts cross-border trade:
100 'Instead, the assumption that variations in contract laws do create obstacles to cross-border trade transactions is allowed to remain unproven… '. 101 This is particularly problematic given that we know that trade has flourished between jurisdictions with divergent contract laws. Think, for example, of trade between England and Scotland, or between American states.
102
This experience suggests, at the very least, that it is unclear that differences in legal rules necessarily inhibit cross-border trade. It may well be that other factors such as linguistic and cultural differences, or absence of trust in legal enforcement mechanisms in other jurisdictions, or the practicalities of pursuing redress abroad, play a more significant role.
103
Even if empirical evidence were available to support the claim that divergences in contract law were a significant deterrent to cross-border trade, there is a second problem with the economic case. The fact that divergence may be a barrier to cross border trade does not necessarily mean that the general law of contract should converge throughout Europe.
As has been pointed out by the Study Group on Social Justice in European Private Law, there are less drastic solutions. First, certain areas of contract law, such as the sale of goods, commercial law and consumer law, are more likely to be affected by these kinds of economic concerns than others. Therefore, whilst there may be a case for a sector-specific harmonisation of contract law, it is difficult to extend that economic argument to justify the convergence of the whole of contract law in Europe. Secondly, many of the problems thrown up by divergence can already be solved by market actors through, for example, the use of choice of law clauses. By altering their contracts 'traders can avoid most potential barriers to cross-border commerce'. 104 Hence, it is unclear why even if divergence is problematic on economic grounds, the solution proposed is the harmonisation of the general law of contract. The Commission seems to want to use a sledgehammer to crack a nut. 105 These two flaws, that it is uncertain that divergence is a barrier to crossborder trade, and that even if it is, it is unclear that the convergence of the general law of contract is the solution, suggest that the economic case may not satisfy the NJT test for legitimacy. It cannot be said with confidence that the EU harmonisation programme is likely to lead Member States to greater conformity with their reasons to promote cross-border trade, than if they pursue these objectives directly. As I said, I cannot engage in a full-scale analysis of the economic issues here, but these doubts about the case the Commission itself has presented, show that there is further work here that needs to be done.
(ii) Achieving Justice
Another set of reasons that clearly apply to states and which seem relevant in this context are reasons of justice. In particular, reasons to ensure that contract disputes are settled correctly. It could be argued that contract law harmonisation helps to achieve this objective.
This kind of claim is supported by the prevailing 'functionalist' view that national differences between legal concepts, rules, and doctrines mask the fundamental similarity between the facts and outcomes of cases. As Beale puts it: 'for the most part the laws do reach rather similar results; the problem is one of translation between differing terminology and conceptual structures'.
106
104 Study Group on Social Justice in European Private Law, n 26 above, 656. 105 This has led the Study Group to be suspicious of the motives of the Commission. They worry that the economic case may be a Trojan horse for a broader political agenda. Study Group on Social Justice in European Private Law, n 26 above, 656-657. 106 Beale, n 23 above, 268.
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On this view, most differences in the laws of Member States are not substantive in nature, and the role of the DCFR is to seek out 'the 'best' of the national approaches to achieve a particular policy outcome'. 107 However, as I have argued, the existence of widespread interpretive and value pluralism challenges the notion that there can be one 'best' solution to a legal problem. Rather, there may be multiple eligible ways of solving a particular dispute. In that light, the DCFR and the harmonisation process of which it forms a part begins to look problematic. One 'best' solution is being imposed on all Member States, even though the solutions that they have already adopted are rationally defensible, or based on undefeated reasons. Against this background, interference appears illegitimate.
108
The problem creates tension between Member States and the EU, because these distinct solutions reflect distinct value judgments. In his evidence to the House of Lords European Union Committee Stefan Vogenauer said that there are fundamental differences of ethical outlook between English contract law and the DCFR framework: 'The model of English contract law is a bargain between the parties who are essentially at arm's length'. In contrast, the DCFR 'would provide a less commercial, less hardnosed contract law, a contract law that is more open to considerations of substantive justice and fairness… '. 109 This has led to the worry in political circles in England that harmonisation is a threat to the values of predictability, certainty and clarity that English contract law is thought to instantiate.
110 I have already explained the valuable role that these value judgments play in the creation and expression of national identity.
It may be argued that although it is true of some Member States that their contract laws reflect eligible orderings of values, it is not true of all states, and this might justify harmonisation. So, for example, Vogenauer suggested to the House of Lords European Union Committee that Eastern European states in particular may have had strong incentives to promote the development of the DCFR due to the need to break from their socialist pasts:
Imagine you were in a transition country in around 2000 and you were still stuck with a civil code that was either enacted during the socialist period or that predates the socialist period, is often based on German law or Austrian law, but has been interpreted for 30 years in a socialist mode, then you would have a very strong incentive to reform your contract law and 107 Beale, n 23 above, 268. bring it to Western standards, standards that cherish party autonomy, freedom of contract and break with a socialist understanding of a contract that really sees the contract as an instrument in promoting the overall general good of the socialist society.
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Arguably, these Eastern states may have reason to go along with the DCFR framework, compared to Western states, such as England and France, where there is no similar need to update the existing contract law regimes. This brings out the relational character or subject specificity of the NJT. 112 It may be that the EU in this sphere has legitimate authority with respect to some states, ie, those that need to reform their contract law, but not with other states that have no such need.
However, this creates a patchwork, which does not go far enough. The EU is seeking to establish its legitimacy in this sphere with respect to all Member States, not just those few that need to reform their regimes. To do this, there has to exist a common reason or set of reasons that apply to all Member States, conformity with which will be furthered by harmonisation. Given, as I have argued, that there are many rationally defensible contract law regimes, how can there be a justicerelated reason to promote convergence?
One reply might be that states have a reason not only to ensure justice within their own borders, but abroad too.
113 This is most obviously true in the context of international human rights law. Even states that have a good record in upholding human rights have a reason to follow international standards in this domain in order to ensure that human rights are upheld in states that have poor records. 114 Similarly, it could be argued in the context of contract law that Western states have good reason to subject themselves to the EU harmonisation process, so that contract law disputes in, say, former socialist states where there is a need to reform are handled better.
However, the analogy rings hollow. Human rights law engages our deepest and most urgent interests, freedom from torture, slavery, freedom of thought, expression, and so on. Due to this, we have duties to ensure that these freedoms are upheld not only in our own state, but also beyond our borders. The same cannot be said for contract law rights. The interests protected by these rights are not pressing in the same way, and for that reason we do not have sufficiently weighty reasons of justice to ensure that disputes are settled correctly beyond our borders.
(iii) Summary
In summary, there is reason to doubt that the NJT is satisfied in this context on either economic or justice-related grounds. What needs to be shown is that Member States would better conform to these economic and justice-related reasons if they go along with the contract law harmonisation process, rather than seek to promote these objectives in some other way. However, it is far from clear that harmonisation of the general law of contract would promote cross-border trade between Member States; and, from the point of view of justice, only some states, ie, those that need to reform their pre-existing contract law regimes, would have reason to follow EU directives in this sphere. From the perspective of the NJT, the legitimacy of the DCFR appears both inconclusive and fragmentary.
(c) Democracy
Hershovitz distinguishes between 'substantive' and 'procedural' accounts of legitimacy. The NJT is a substantive theory, because it evaluates the content of directives, and determines whether they have beneficial effects for the putative subject. In contrast, a procedural theory focuses on how directives are enacted. He explains: 'Such a theory might judge, for example, whether the process was fair, deliberative, or public… We critique governments based on the degree to which people have access to the political process and equal efficacy within it. We often think, for example, that decision-making behind closed doors is inappropriate even if the decisions reached are good ones'. 115 Thus, substantive and procedural theories might conflict in making legitimacy assessments. Substantive theories are outcome driven, whereas procedural theories focus on processes.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to settle which of these accounts offers the better account of legitimacy.
116 Instead, I want to raise some doubts about whether the contract law harmonisation process might be legitimate on the basis of a procedural account of legitimacy.
A common view is that law-making processes are fair, deliberative, and so on, when they are democratic. At state level, democracy might require periodic elections, universal suffrage, and so on. In the context of international law-making institutions like the EU, it is unrealistic to expect this type of individualelectoral democracy.
117 Instead, as Buchanan has argued the more feasible demand is for the instantiation of democratic values, such as the 'inclusive consideration of legitimate interests, through largely transparent deliberative processes'.
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The processes that have led to the development of the DCFR lack these democratic credentials. They have been largely technocratic. The DCFR is chiefly the product of collaboration between academic lawyers, rather than political actors. There have been participative elements, including public consultations and input from key stakeholders from the legal profession, consumer and business groups. However, as Miller has pointed out, there have also been 'alarming democratic gaps'. 119 The Commission itself selected the stakeholders, and from those who were chosen business dominated. Consultancy firms played a central role in collating and presenting the responses from the public consultation exercises, which again skewed the process in favour of business interests.
120
Stakeholders that were involved have complained. As Vogenauer reports: 'What I have heard from stakeholders is that they were generally rather frustrated by the process because they got the drafts at a very late stage and had very short meetings at which they had to discuss enormous amounts of provisions'. It is no surprise that the Study Group on Social Justice in European Private Law reaches the verdict that this process has manifestly failed to 'provide a sufficiently inclusive dialogue for the examination and promulgation of fundamental principles of private law'.
123 Instead, they say that what is needed is 'a broader scope for democratic participation, through the European Parliament, national legislatures, and perhaps national referenda'. 124 More modestly, Vogenauer concludes that he 'would like to see another group, not only of academics but including Commission officials and -to use that phrase -stakeholders, giving them more time to come up with a draft that takes into account the criticism'.
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Whatever the remedy, it is clear that the processes adopted to come up with the DCFR fall markedly short of any plausible conception of democratic values that should apply in this context. This is particularly problematic in the context of the well-known democratic deficits that afflict EU institutions as a whole. 126 Going forward, the democratic legitimacy of the project will depend on the processes embracing a much greater degree of inclusivity and transparency.
(d) Fairness
Another broadly procedural theory of the conditions of legitimacy that seems relevant in this context is fairness. On this view, convergence may be legitimate because it is fair. The basic idea is that European citizens form a political community, and as such they have the right to equal treatment from European and national institutions when it comes to the creation and enforcement of contract law rights.
On this analysis, divergence of contract law raises an issue of fairness, because similarly situated people involved in contract disputes are treated differently depending on the jurisdiction in which their dispute arises. So, for example, we saw earlier that in England the innocent victim of a breach of contract has a duty to mitigate her loss caused by the breach, but that no such requirement exists in France. This has the consequence that the victim of a breach of contract in England will be treated differently, ie, is under a duty to mitigate, even though her case is similar in all relevant respects to a case decided in France, where no duty to mitigate is imposed. She might complain that this is unfair. It is unfair that she has to bear the burdens of this rule, when the victims of breach in France don't.
127
There is an obvious objection. Usually, complaints of unfairness arise when a single agent or institution is responsible for the differential treatment. However, in the mitigation example, it is not the same agent or institution responsible. Waldron makes an analogy (in the human rights context) that makes the point clear:
It is like a child who complains that her friends are allowed to stay up late on Sundays whereas she has to go to bed at 7:30: 'It's not fair!' she says. And we respond that no one is being unfair; other parents' practices are not binding here; that's not how we do things in this house. We don't determine the bedtime of your friend, so we are not being unfair to you when we send you to bed at a different time. 128 Similarly, in the mitigation example, the English courts don't decide French contract law, and the French courts don't decide English contract law, therefore litigants in either jurisdiction can't complain that they are being treated unfairly vis-à-vis litigants in the other jurisdiction. No single authority is responsible for the differential treatment.
It could be argued that in the EU context national courts are now European courts, because they enforce European law, thus creating a single agency. However, the legislative competence of the EU is circumscribed by treaty, and does not extend to the general law of contract.
129 Therefore, litigants cannot complain that a single agent is enforcing, for example, differential mitigation requirements.
However, Waldron has argued that the absence of a single agent is not fatal to a claim that differential treatment is unfair. He uses the following example to explain why:
127 Waldron, n 35 above, 124-125. 128 Waldron, n 35 above, 126. 129 Although a fairness-based claim could be made in spheres where the EU clearly does have competence such as consumer law. This is an example of the derivative role that consent plays in determining questions of legitimacy. See text to notes 82-83 above.
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Imagine a large refugee camp after a famine or humanitarian emergency, where, as often happens, several aid agencies and NGOs are working side by side with the same large population in the same camp. Suppose one of the organizations becomes aware that the provision it is offering the refugees is quite different in quantity and quality from the provision that the other aid agencies are offering to members of the same population in the same camp. Oxfam, for example, is giving two meals a day to the people in the north part of the camp, and other agencies are giving one meal a day to people in the southern sector, even though the people in the north are no more needy and no more deserving than those in the south… The people in the south are likely to be distressed by the disparate treatment. They are likely to complain that their treatment is unfair… And that demand does not presuppose a single agency responsible for all the treatment, although -and this is important -the complaint about unfairness may become the basis for a demand that the various agencies should start to behave as a unit. In other words, the demand for fairness could be a reason for the various entities to begin working as a system; their working as a system is not a precondition for the legitimacy of the demand.
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The basis for the complaint of unfairness in the example, Waldron argues, is that there exists a community of people who are sufficiently related to one another to make these complaints seem reasonable. 131 Waldron uses this analogy to argue for greater consistency in human rights law between jurisdictions. This is because there is now a transnational community of people, which is committed: 'specifically to advancing the idea of human rights for all, to pressuring governments (from whom we all have a lot to fear in this regard as well as a lot to hope for) to take rights seriously, and to watching out for each other when it comes to rights'.
132
The existence of this interconnectedness of peoples when it comes to human rights issues, and the awareness by members of this community that human rights are not given the same level of protection across jurisdictions, leads to the demand, based on a principle of fairness, that governments converge when it comes to protecting human rights. 133 To clarify, the sociological aspects of Waldron's argument here, ie, the actual existence of a relevant community of people, form an empirical premise in what is a philosophical or normative claim.
The question arises: does a transnational community exist in Europe that might justify a claim of equal treatment when it comes to the creation and enforcement of contract law rights? The formation of collective identity depends on whether a group 'accepts a fundamental and consequential sameness that causes them to feel solidarity amongst themselves'. 134 In the European context, what is required is akin to a sense of national identity. 135 National identifications rely on the acceptance by disparate social groups of a shared narrative, usually combining a variety of elements, including history, religion, myth, ethnicity, and so on, 'into a potent vision of human identity and community'. 136 Such a narrative may well be available for Europe. Emerging as it did in 1951 from the ashes of world war, Weiler argues that the heart of the European community is a fundamental commitment to celebrate the virtues of the liberal nation state, while keeping its excesses in check, 'especially, but not only, its propensity to violent conflict…'. 137 In an important sense, the European project is a 'post-national' enterprise. 138 Priority is attached to the individual above the nation state, the upholding of human rights, non-discrimination on the basis of nationality, social solidarity, sustainable development and tolerance. 139 According to Weiler, the idea of Europe represents 'the ability of the individual to rise above his or her national closet'. 140 As I have said, it goes beyond my purpose in this article to evaluate this type of post-national conception of what the EU is for. However, whatever its merits might be, it can be said, with some confidence -particularly in the current political climate -that this vision has not been embraced. Rather, it has been imposed by elites in pursuit of admittedly laudable political and economic ends, including the creation of an internal market, the prevention of war and providing a counter-weight to the East and West. 141 It lacks the 'bottom-up' impetus that is essential to the creation of a collective consciousness. 142 As Neil Fligstein has shown, 87.3% of people in Europe conceive of themselves mostly in terms of their national rather than European identity. 143 People are divided on class-based lines: 'People who tend to think of themselves as European represent the more privileged members of society, while people who tend to think of themselves as mainly national in identity tend to be less privileged'. 144 As Anthony Smith says Europe's failure 'only underlines the distance between the European ideal and its rootedness in the popular consciousness of Europe's national populations'. 145 Against this background, it is difficult to see how Waldron's empirical premise, the existence of an actual community of people, can be said to exist, with the result that the argument from fairness will struggle to get off the ground. This is not to say that a European identity will not emerge, but the political reality in the foreseeable future at least is, as Fligstein argues, that our national self-understandings will 'continue to trump' our European ones. 146 e) Summary I have raised some initial doubts in this section about the legitimacy of the EU contract law harmonisation effort, given plausible conceptions of the requirements of legitimacy in this context. There has been an over emphasis on the issue of consent, but consent is not a fundamental condition for legitimacy. The Commission still has some way to go to show that the NJT is satisfied, because it has not proven that convergence would promote the interests that states have in furthering cross-border trade. The argument that convergence would promote justice is more convincing, but does not go far enough. It does not show that there is a reason for convergence that is common to all states. Appealing to democratic arguments is problematic too, because the process by which the DCFR was developed was largely technocratic, and inadequately participative. Finally, the argument from fairness looks weak, given that there is an insufficiently robust sense of European identity embraced by the people of Europe, which is needed to justify such a claim.
IV The merits of convergence
In the previous section, I raised some doubts about the legitimacy of the EU project to harmonise the general law of contract. The Commission needs to do more to show that the enterprise is legitimate. This is the fundamental problem that the emergence of a contract law for Europe faces. It is sometimes lost sight of in the literature.
As I said earlier, analytically it is important to distinguish the issue of legitimacy from the issue of the merits of convergence. Establishing that an authority has the right to rule does not necessarily mean that they should exercise that power. We have to weigh up the costs and benefits that ruling might have.
Even if the problem of legitimacy could be overcome, say by the use of more democratic processes or because of the emergence of a collective consciousness in Europe, 147 we would still have to evaluate on the merits whether convergence would be desirable or indeed possible. This includes taking into account considerations of justice and fairness within states. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss these issues here. However, I will say something about a different concern, efficacy, which links to my claims about pluralism.
By efficacy, I mean the difficulty of ensuring consistent interpretation of the DCFR across 28 separate jurisdictions. There is an extensive literature on this issue, which has highlighted a number of potential obstacles. There is the problem of ensuring accurate translation of the DCFR text that is in English into the 23 official languages of the EU. 148 Then there is the fact that the DCFR uses 'an astonishing number of vague and ambiguous terms…'. 149 Another source of confusion is that the DCFR contains some badly drafted provisions.
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These issues to do with translation, vague terms and poor drafting make consistent interpretation an uphill task. I want to focus though on another related concern that links with the arguments I have made about interpretive and value pluralism.
1994), 157 has been heavily influenced by the type of capitalism that particular Member States embrace. Countries like Germany have a 'business-coordinated market economy', where business plays a dominant role in shaping the economic framework and which is 'characterised by long-term cooperative relations between companies in the market, between companies and their employees, between companies and their owners and the suppliers of financial capital'. Against that backdrop, good faith has an important role to play in balancing 'the risks and opportunities which the mixture of autonomy and trust' create in this regime. 158 In contrast, the British have a 'liberal market economy', where economic action is largely left to the market and relations between economic actors are characteristically adversarial. This is not a culture in which good faith can flourish. 159 Instead, Teubner says, the doctrine has become a 'legal irritant'. These irritants may bring about change in the legal system, but it is likely that the evolutionary development that they catalyse will lead to divergence between legal systems.
My point here is just to illustrate how due to interpretive and value pluralism rules may be interpreted differently depending on which values a particular society embraces, and local conditions. This makes the prospects for integration around a common contract law in Europe hazardous. Reinhard Zimmermann reminds us that in past centuries the national codification movements in, for example, France and Germany, were supported by strong supreme courts, which ensured consistent interpretation of civil codes. In contrast, Zimmermann, commenting before the withdrawal of the proposed CESL, 160 argued that were it enacted the European Court of Justice could not in its present form at least 'cope with the flood of requests for preliminary rulings that would result'. 161 Therefore, efficacy constraints of this nature have to be taken on board in taking any decision about whether a right to rule, even if established in this area, should be exercised.
V Conclusion
The European Commission's 2001 consultation paper has set in train a process which has as its end the greater convergence of the general law of contract in Europe. It has led to the creation of the DCFR, which clearly has radical ambitions. As Vogenauer says:
The DCFR, as published in 2007, is much more than a 'toolbox' for a revision of the acquis, and it even goes beyond a potential European Contract Law Instrument. It is clearly meant to be a blueprint of a European Civil Code in the area of patrimonial law.
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Politically there is no appetite for a Civil Code, and it is not altogether clear what form harmonisation initiatives will take in the future. 163 Against this background, I have attempted to use philosophical tools to unpack some of the main obstacles that harmonisation will face, whatever form it eventually takes.
I have made three claims. First, the central problem faced by harmonisation is legitimacy. It arises, because of the existence of interpretive and value pluralism and the value of state sovereignty, which gives states the right to decide the shape of their contract law. By exercising that right, states shape a valuable sense of national identity.
Second, there has been too much focus in the literature on the issue of consent as a condition of legitimacy. Consent is not an essential condition for the legitimacy of international law. Instead, we need to consider more plausible conditions that are relevant in this context, ie, the NJT, democracy and fairness. In light of these conceptions, I have expressed some doubts about the legitimacy of the harmonisation process. To satisfy the NJT, the Commission needs to provide better evidence of the economic benefits of harmonisation, and from the perspective of democracy, greater efforts have to be taken to ensure the inclusivity and transparency of decision-making in this field.
Finally, I have claimed that the issue of legitimacy, though central, does not exhaust the normative considerations that are in play. Even if the EU could 162 Evidence to European Union Committee on European Contract Law, n 22 above, Minutes of Evidence 3, para 14. 163 Wagner-von Papp, n 150 above, 512-513. establish the legitimacy of contract law harmonisation, there are reasons of efficacy linked to the existence of value and interpretive pluralism and the role that national courts play in adjudicating disputes in the EU that render harmonisation difficult. To reduce interpretive divergence between jurisdictions, the Commission needs to look at institutional reform, in particular strengthening the supervisory jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice.
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I do not deny that some of these issues are going to be more or less problematic depending on the form that harmonisation takes in the future. So, for example, Hesselink rightly points out that the use of an Optional Instrument that gives contracting parties the right to use European sales law is less of a threat to national identities than a Civil Code that would replace national contract law regimes. 165 Nevertheless, the harmonisation enterprise generally and these initiatives specifically, all face, at least to some degree, questions about pluralism, sovereignty, legitimacy, efficacy, and so forth. Clarifying why these issues arise, the values they implicate, how they might be resolved, and so forth, will lead hopefully to a better quality of debate about harmonisation, and a better sense of the direction that the newly emergent contract law for Europe should take.
